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Tracing out the concerns about audiovisual media shared by the US philosopher Stanley Cavell (1926–2018) and the internationally renowned Chilean filmmaker Raúl Ruiz (1941–2011) would seem to provide a study of significant philosophical commonalities that are nevertheless occasionally refracted by differences in tastes, sensibilities, politics, and frames of reference. What Cavell and Ruiz shared was a sense that the ‘poetry’ afforded to the cinematic image in its automatically produced character—the singular audiovisual moment or involuntary gesture caught on film—meant that film escaped certain notions of hierarchy that have been thought to govern the other arts. Cavell and Ruiz also articulated their understandings of film’s natural poetry via an overlapping set of philosophical concepts, including Walter Benjamin’s optical unconscious and Nietzsche’s eternal recurrence of the same.

Where they differed, however, was in the forms of films that attracted their attention, and in which they located the most powerful expressions of the medium’s poetry. Early in his writing, Cavell’s receptions of modernism and auteurism informed his focus on complete, autonomous films, with identifiable makers.¹ His concern with the situation of the spectator rather than producer, and the film spectator’s supposed relief from the responsibilities of agency, likewise informed his attention to films in their aspects as ‘finished’.² Though Cavell’s attention was not at all exclusively occupied by classical Hollywood narratives, when he came to write his famous studies of Hollywood genres, there remained a thread between his earlier emphasis on ‘complete’
films and the notions of narrative completeness marking those Hollywood films (most obviously in the resolution of conflicts marking remarriage comedies). Throughout these stages of his film writing, Cavell framed the spectator as a reader—or ‘performer’ of interpretations—of complete works rather than as a co-producer of something incomplete.  

In contrast, Ruiz’s writing on film is perhaps most famous for the criticisms of classical Hollywood narrative—what Ruiz calls ‘central conflict theory’—in the first volume of his book *Poetics of Cinema*. For Ruiz, classical narrative and its stress on conflict resolution served to occupy our attention at the expense of the poetry of the cinematic image. This critique of dominant Hollywood modes was the most vital expression of his opposition to US cultural imperialism. (He was nevertheless attracted to watching Hollywood films *against the grain*, particularly in appreciating the poetic qualities in the imperfections of Hollywood B movies and serials from his youth.) This critique was also bound up with his non-modernist, ‘baroque’ emphasis on the poetic and imaginative possibilities of filmic fragments, particularly individual shots, as well as his later criticisms of auteurism as ‘a regular claim of Western doxa’. With these ideas, Ruiz communicated his sense of the spectator as anything but relieved of agency and in fact as something like a co-producer, at least of those films that opened up imaginative possibilities in their imperfections and incompleteness (and especially in their resistance to narrative completeness).

I want to explore a little further the idea that Cavell found the cinematic image’s poetry within classical narratives while Ruiz found that very same thing outside those narratives (or despite them), as well as how the views of each came together with differing conceptions of the spectator. But I also contend that the crux of any encounter between Cavell and Ruiz must lie in their conceptions of television, since it was this medium that brought out their strongest points of connection in thinking about seriality, the temporality of an audiovisual medium, and the situation of the viewer. Of prime importance here are Cavell’s brief remarks on soap operas in his 1982 essay ‘The Fact of Television’, since it was precisely what Cavell found bemusing about soap operas from the perspective of his conception of film—their operating according to the principle of ‘series’ rather than autonomous works, their resisting classical narrative resolutions—that allowed, in Ruiz’s case, for soap operas and especially Latin American *telenovelas* to stand as exemplars of the audiovisual poetics that fascinated him.

These possibilities, I will claim, lie in how serial-episode construction facilitates an ‘argument’ between, on the one hand, our repetitive needs and drives and, on the other, the transient stories we tell ‘out of’ those needs and drives. This is the development of an idea that Cavell himself sketches in ‘The Fact of Television’, though I will insist that, in appreciating its consequences, we should pay close attention to Ruiz’s late work for Chilean TV, and especially how Ruiz used televisual formats as ways of examining the nature of storytelling and the recurrent needs at play in our being spectators of stories. Therefore, this chapter will build up to a reading of Ruiz’s late
miniseries Litoral, cuentos del mar (Littoral: Tales of the Sea, 2008), consisting of fantastic, complexly nested tales told by sailors aboard a Chilean ghost ship. Some of these tales are arguably assimilable to classical narratives, including even a story of remarriage. But by using the series’ episodic format to uncover the recurrent needs underlying those same stories, Ruiz aims to lay bare the limits of pictures of spectators as ‘outside’ narratives (a kind of picture that Cavell’s own writing on filmic narratives could, again, be understood as exemplary of). At least, this will be my reading of Litoral’s poignant conclusion, when a sailor-storyteller finds himself at once the spectator of a scene taken from classical narrative and also having to recognize, with great pain and difficulty, the role of his own recurrent fantasies and needs in its construction.

Filmic Poetry and the Situation of the Spectator

Some Commonalities and Differences between Cavell and Ruiz

Though Cavell and Ruiz were colleagues at Harvard in 1989–90, the year that Ruiz was Visiting Lecturer in the very department—Visual and Environmental Studies—that Cavell had earlier helped to found, it is difficult to determine whether they had any substantial interaction. Nevertheless, we can be tempted by thinking they would have had something important to say to each other, since in the period following his stay at Harvard, Ruiz would go on to produce perhaps the most philosophically informed reflection on film ever written by a major international filmmaker: his two-volume (with extant notes for a planned third volume) Poetics of Cinema. This is a book striking in its knowledgeable references ranging from strands of contemporary analytic philosophy with which Cavell might have considered himself in ‘conflict’, to earlier figures like Russell, Moore, and Whitehead, to figures of great significance to Cavell like Benjamin, Kuhn, Nietzsche, and Wittgenstein. The references to Benjamin and Nietzsche are particularly notable for their roles in Ruiz articulating the sense he appeared to share with Cavell of cinema’s natural poetry—a notion that in the cases of both Cavell and Ruiz grounded their senses of the possibilities of film escaping hierarchies found in other arts, as well as the necessities of a certain indiscriminateness in film taste.

The line connecting these concerns is the camera’s ability to capture the involuntary, accidental, and unnoticed—the sort of phenomena broached in Benjamin’s references to the camera’s access to the ‘optical unconscious’—and the natural weight or interest that these phenomena can bear for us. Though it took some time for Cavell to relate these concerns explicitly to Benjamin and the optical unconscious, they are for him major organizing themes beginning with his 1971 book The World Viewed: Reflections on the Ontology of Film. These include his observations in that book that ‘in any film, however unpromising, some moment of interest, even beauty, is likely to appear’.
well as his later expression of a ‘natural vision of film’ as one in which ‘every motion and gesture, however glancing, has its poetry, or you may say its lucidity’.

For these reasons, we can be struck that, for all Cavell’s comparative attention to classical Hollywood narratives, he especially emphasizes singular, otherwise ‘incommunicable’ moments or gestures that could just as well supply the fundamentals of avant-garde films (such as what P. Adams Sitney called ‘lyrical’ films) that have refused those same structures: ‘the curve of fingers that day, a mouth … spools of history that have unwound only for me now, and if not now, never’. These concerns remain central in his studies of classical Hollywood genres like comedies of remarriage. For example, we find it in his observation that ‘The poetry of the final appeals for forgiveness in *The Lady Eve* [Preston Sturges, 1941] is accordingly a function of the way just this man and this woman half walk, half run down a path of gangways … and how just these voices mingle their breaths together.’

We should not neglect the mutual inflection for Cavell of these singular moments and their context within a classical narrative resolution; but neither should we neglect the way in which the latter context typically sends Cavell’s fascination straight to those singular, poetic moments.

There are echoes of all these ideas in Ruiz’s writing, though often carried by Ruiz’s blunter style. In the second volume of *Poetics of Cinema* he asserts that ‘cinema is condemned to be poetic’. He also paraphrases with approval the Chilean poet Jorge Teillier’s remark that ‘any film no matter how terrible … would have at least five minutes of good poetry’. And he suggests that for these reasons ‘cinema breaks out or it seeks to break out from quality criteria which … can be applied to all the other arts’. In the book’s first volume he explicitly relates these phenomena to Benjamin’s optical unconscious (to which he devotes an entire chapter): in other words, that ‘mass of details which remain invisible to the naked eye and which the lens renders eloquent’.

Finally, we should note how much of Ruiz’s concerns about film’s capacity to capture involuntary human gestures, and its consequent poetry, is informed by his peculiar reception of Nietzsche’s notion of the *eternal recurrence of the same*. (Two of Ruiz’s major French films of the 1970s, *L’Hypothèse du tableau volé* [*The Hypothesis of the Stolen Painting*, 1978] and *La vocation suspendue* [*The Suspended Vocation*, 1978], were collaborations with Pierre Klossowski, author of the classic 1969 study of the eternal recurrence, *Nietzsche and the Vicious Circle*.) For Cavell and Ruiz alike, Nietzsche’s proposal of seeing one’s life as a repeatable cycle played a variety of roles in articulating their visions of film: including, for Cavell, a way of figuring both film’s automatic reproducibility and the forms of ‘diurnal repetitiveness’ and ‘festivity’ communicated in remarriage comedies. In Ruiz’s case, Nietzschean notions of recurrence allowed him to express his attraction to ouroboros- or Möbius-strip-like narratives that refused closure, as well as the distinctive kinds of repetitiveness and circularity manifested by ‘immortal stories’ and folkloric legends.
In fact, these notions of recurrence are at least doubly related to Ruiz’s thinking about the optical unconscious and film’s ability to capture the involuntary and accidental. On the one hand, the singular moments caught on film can constitute the concrete particularization of an immortal story or transtemporal legend. On the other hand, a wide collection of such singular moments (which Ruiz connected to Aby Warburg’s ‘museum of reproductions’, or Bilderatlas Mnemosyne) would ‘point out the continuity of the same gestures, the same human attitudes, and the same intensity of feeling throughout history’. In other words, for Ruiz, filmic poetry not only consisted of capturing singular moments, but also of situating them within the wider context of, as Cavell happened to put it, ‘the repetitive needs of the body and the soul’. The possibilities of an audiovisual medium communicating those repetitive needs will become especially important when we turn, in the following part, to both Cavell’s and Ruiz’s thinking about television.

An Overly Simple Reconciliation between Cavell and Ruiz

But before coming to television, I have to address what already suggests itself as an easy reconciliation between Cavell’s and Ruiz’s thinking about film. The proposed reconciliation would go as follows. Ruiz memorably criticized classical Hollywood narrative via his objections to ‘central conflict theory’, which he associated with certain applications of Aristotle’s Poetics, with Ibsen and Shaw, and with the contemporary film scholar David Bordwell. For Ruiz, whose anti-imperialism characterized his earlier documentary work in Chile in support of Salvador Allende’s Popular Unity government and continued in his exile following the 1973 US-backed coup, this critique was political as well as aesthetic. (In Poetics of Cinema he says of ‘the globalization of central conflict theory’ and US imperialism: ‘Such synchronicity between the artistic theory and political system of a dominant nation is rare in history; rarer still is its acceptance by most of the countries in the world.’) Thus, what attracted Ruiz to Hollywood B movies and films like Edgar Ulmer’s The Black Cat (1934) were not the ‘claims’ made by their narratives upon him, but rather the non-narrative poetic qualities lying in the imperfections (including continuity errors) that escaped classical narrative impositions.

In contrast, Cavell did not share Ruiz’s specific political commitments, and his defense of Hollywood’s intellectual importance did not take into account those critiques of US dominance, like Latin American Third Cinema, that were integral to the context of Ruiz’s early working years. Cavell’s filmic frames of reference were much wider than his reputation sometimes suggests, but we cannot deny that even his writing on filmic ‘modernism’ and ‘neo–Hollywood’ is mostly framed by works abiding by classical narrative structures of the sort Ruiz criticized. Nevertheless, the proposed reconciliation would remind us of Cavell’s comparative focus on singular poetic moments within classical narrative structures. Therefore, once we factor out the differences in politics and tastes, as well as somewhat differing senses of
significant ‘accidents’ on film—continuity errors never seemed to have the poetic significance for Cavell that they had for Ruiz—there is no impediment to understanding Cavell as primarily a reader of Ruizian moments in classical narrative cinema: of those singular poetic moments spilling out of those structures.

What makes this reconciliation overly simple is that it discounts even larger differences between Cavell and Ruiz regarding their conceptions of the forms of bearers of filmic significance, of film’s hold on our attention, and perhaps most importantly of the model spectator. Sketching out some of these differences will be the concern of the rest of this part of the chapter, allowing us to understand better the importance of a possible encounter between Cavell and Ruiz via television.

I have already noted how Cavell’s receptions of modernism and auteurism informed his sense in The World Viewed, as well as in some later writing, of films as ‘complete’, ‘finished’, ‘autonomous’ works by identifiable makers. In contrast, commentators have frequently noted Ruiz’s ‘baroque’ or ‘postmodernist’ emphasis on the filmic fragment as both a bearer of significance and of awaiting significance to be added by the spectator. Thus, in Ruiz’s memorable formulation, ‘when we see a film of 500 shots, we also see 500 films’, the 500 films are meant to be products of the viewers’ creative imaginations: Ruiz is adamant in refusing the former, official film any ontological priority other than as a springboard for the latter imaginings. Cavell instead associates the filmic spectator with the viewing of a kind of work that does not lack completeness—or rather, if it did, it would raise doubts about the auteur’s commitments and responsibilities to the viewer. Moreover, in The World Viewed the model spectator viewing a complete work is understood to be ‘absent’ from the world screened, as well as relieved from the responsibilities of agency that Cavell thinks characterize, say, the procedures of theatre, such as the audience’s participation in the conventions sustaining the performance of a play. Thus, for Cavell it needs to be emphasized that this spectator is absent from a film that is fixed across projections, a relation that contrasts with the variability across performances (including varying relations between spectators and actors) that characterizes live theatre.

While Ruiz hardly denies that something like Cavell’s model might characterize the typical film spectator of classical or well-formed ‘complete’ narratives, he prizes the spectator who operates as an ‘experimental delinquent’. For this kind of spectator, who playfully shirks the claims that a well-formed narrative might make on them, film viewing is neither associated with relief from agency nor with, as Cavell once put it, a ‘moving image of skepticism’, but rather with something approaching an equal encounter between two agencies. According to Ruiz, a film ‘is aesthetically valid insofar as the film views the spectator [eliciting these forms of creative delinquency] as much as the spectator views the film’. Ruiz’s dialogic conception of the relation between film and spectator likewise plays a role in his discomfort with strong emphases on differences in variability between film projection
and theatre performance. Similarly, it appears that Ruiz’s attraction to interactive video-discs and arborescent narratives—in 1996 he produced with students an interactive CD-ROM adaptation of Robert Louis Stevenson’s *Suicide Club*—had to do with their making explicit a way in which there had always been space for the imaginative, ‘delinquent’ spectator even within older film formats. Also, it is especially in those moments in which we spectators are near-asleep or bored, having lost the story’s thread, that, thanks to the resulting oneiric expanse, ‘we can finally say that we are in the film’. Thus, for Ruiz, who contrasted these oneiric moments with how our attention was seized by well-constructed classical narratives, there was much at stake in opposing models of spectatorship that combined narrative completeness with an image of the spectator as outside the film.

**Consequences of Creative Reading versus Creative Making of Films**

These are some seemingly harsh contrasts—and the present unavoidability of interactivity in digital audiovisual media might anachronistically bias us towards Ruiz’s side—so we need to recognize the extreme subtlety and provocation with which Cavell expresses his perspective. The last chapter of *The World Viewed*, in particular, presents a beautiful, finely drawn account of film’s hold on our attention as well as an important challenge to easy invocations of the spectator’s imagination. But it is also the expression of a very particular sensibility about film. There Cavell notes that, ‘Those who miss serious radio will say that, unlike television, it left room for the imagination. That seems to me a wrong praise of imagination, which is ordinarily the laziest, if potentially the most precious, of human faculties.’ He then says of the ‘world of sounds’ projected by radio and the ‘world of sights’ projected by silent film that ‘[i]n neither is imagination called upon’. A few pages later, in discussing connections between film and Wittgenstein on aspect-seeing, Cavell does in fact call upon imagination, but with some notable restraints: ‘unlike the triangle and the duck-rabbit and all other optical illusions, I must surround the [photographed] face with a reality—as though the seeing of a reality is the imagining of it’. That is, we cannot surround the filmed face with just any imagining; it must be grounded in ‘a reality’, or one of the many ‘incompatible’ realities that film presents and that ‘vie for my imagination’.

In the same chapter Cavell can even begin to sound like Ruiz in saying that film ‘escapes Aristotelian limits according to which the possible has to be made probable’. But following a wonderful list of accepted improbabilities in classic Hollywood stories, he explains our acceptance of, say, filmic ‘were-wolves and vampires’ as grounded in ‘the knowledge which makes acceptable film’s absolute control of our attention’. Ruiz was no less fascinated by these narrative improbabilities, but—as a champion of the creative possibilities of distracted, oneiric spectatorship—he found little to cherish in our acceptance of them in contexts of absolute attention. Rather, these improbabilities were
important because they allowed our minds to wander, rendering these films’ images parts of our very own films.

Cavell is rightly remembered as a philosopher who made the case for wide creative possibilities in reading, and even wide creative possibilities in the attribution of an author’s intentions. If he did not allow for the same relative limitlessness in a work’s constitution that Ruiz did, this also had to do with his sense of the responsibilities of defining works that would allow for meaningful disagreements in readings. Therefore, some of these differences between Cavell and Ruiz can be attributed to the differences in perspective between a creative reader of films and a creative maker of films. (Cavell might sometimes take the perspective of a film director, but this is always in the course of a reading of a given film, not in the course of appropriating fragments that would yield new films.) It is part of the convenience in contrasting Cavell and Ruiz that they conscientiously articulated these different perspectives through a difference between, respectively, the picture of a spectator being on the outside and that of being on the inside of a film.

What happens to these perspectives when they are confronted by television?

**Time and Recurrence on Television**

**Ruiz and Television**

Ruiz’s filmmaking life was a life of deep involvement with television. Following his earliest filmmaking efforts as well as a period of travel in the US, in 1964–65 Ruiz spent six to eight months in Mexico, where he linked up with Chilean producer of Mexican *telenovelas* Valentín Pimstein, one of the architects of what would eventually become the Televisa *telenovela* empire. By Ruiz’s account he was hired to write dialogue for the endings of episodes, into which he would surreptitiously insert lines of poetry by Eliot and Pound. One Pimstein-produced *telenovela* for which he wrote complete episodes was *María Isabel* (1966), a classic of the format, and one to which Ruiz would later make extended reference in his Chilean feature *Palomita blanca* (*Little White Dove*, 1973, released 1992). Ruiz would later also draw on *telenovelas* in his US production *The Golden Boat* (1990) and most conspicuously in *La telenovela errante* (*The Wandering Soap Opera*, 1990, finished and released in 2017).

Beyond his stay in Mexico, Ruiz’s formative period in the 1960s also included his involvement in a variety of television programming, including editing sports coverage for Chilean TV. Following his exile in 1973, television was integral to his production. The West German channel ZDF funded the filming in Honduras of *Utopía o el cuerpo repartido y el mundo al revés* (*Utopia or the Scattered Body and the World Upside Down*, 1975). After that, much of Ruiz’s work in France in the late 1970s and early 1980s was supported by efforts from L’Institut national de l’audiovisuel (INA) to bring non-mainstream film to French television (though only a portion of Ruiz’s work
in fact made it to the air).63 One of Ruiz’s major works of the 1980s, *Manuel na Isla Das Maravilhas*/*Manoel dans l’île des merveilles* (*Manuel on the Island of Wonders* or *Manoel’s Destinies*, 1984), was presented in distinct miniseries formats for Portuguese and French television.64 Also, incorporating elements of television was central to Ruiz’s feature films: in *Treasure Island* (1985, which also happened to feature Mexican *telenovela* star Pedro Armendáriz Jr.) the film’s plot becomes fantastically melded with the production of a TV action-adventure series.

It seems that the period around 1989–90 (that is, of Ruiz’s stay at Harvard, and the time when he was beginning to think through the ideas that would constitute the first volume of *Poetics of Cinema*) was of special importance for his thinking about television. He originally wanted his fall 1989 film-making course to allow students to ‘create a simulation of a television schedule’, including ‘talk shows, news, serial dramas, games’, although apparently he did not follow through on this plan.65 Nevertheless, the feature he directed while at Harvard, *The Golden Boat*, a collaboration in New York with the performance group The Kitchen, incorporated elements of not only Mexican *telenovelas*, but also sitcom laugh tracks and TV crime dramas. Since March 1990 marked the end of Pinochet’s military dictatorship, later that year Ruiz returned to Chile to test the new freedom of expression available in his native country.66 The resulting unfinished experiment, *La telenovela errante* (finished posthumously by Ruiz’s wife and collaborator, the accomplished filmmaker Valeria Sarmiento), drew from Ruiz’s impression of post-dictatorship Chile as a kind of *telenovela*.67 Some elements of the unfinished film made their way into the Chilean setting of Ruiz’s 1991 contribution to *A TV Dante*, a series for the UK’s Channel 4 that originated with Tom Phillips and Peter Greenaway.

Importantly, the last decade of Ruiz’s life was often characterized by projects that brought together questions about TV formats, Chilean national identity, ‘immortal stories’, and folkloric legends. These included his 2002 experimental documentary series for Chile’s Ministry of Education, *Cofralandes*, as well as his two late series for TVN (Chile’s national public television channel), *La recta provincia* (2007) and *Litoral* (2008).68 (We might also include here Ruiz’s internationally successful 2010 series *Mistérios de Lisboa* [*Mysteries of Lisbon*], in which Portugal arguably functions as a displaced Chile.69) In the following part of the chapter I will discuss the special importance that I think *Litoral* has in relation to the issues already raised in the previous part about narrative and spectatorship. For the rest of this part I want to say a little more about Ruiz’s thinking on television, seriality, and *telenovelas*, in light of those previous issues, and how it allows for a striking possible encounter with Cavell’s writing on television.

**Delinquent Spectatorship and ‘The Fact of Television’**

A large factor in Ruiz’s attraction to televisual formats was that, unsurprisingly, they facilitated kinds of delinquent spectatorship. The medium’s reliance
on what Cavell called ‘switching’ between currents or modes of programming allows for a special amorphousness in the constitution of works that would have been attractive to Ruiz’s ‘baroque’ emphasis on the aesthetic potential of the fragmentary and of what spectators can make out of the fragments they encounter in audiovisual media. This is the kind of amorphousness sometimes at play in concerns among TV scholars about where a broadcast work begins or ends, and thanks to which we can find an almost Ruizian style of TV viewing pursued with deliberate seriousness in, for example, a representative 1983 article by Mike Budd, Steve Craig, and Clay Steinman that analyzed a single 1981 broadcast of *Fantasy Island* as though the commercials were inseparable from the episode itself. We of course find this amorphousness, and the attendant opportunities for delinquent spectatorship, even further facilitated when we switch between TV channels. This was of particular interest to Ruiz, who in *Poetics of Cinema* sketches a ‘theoretical fiction’, in which he imagines switching between channels, finding the same ‘little man’ in each program, as though he were being followed by this person across the switching. It is important in noting Ruiz’s sense of the continuity between channel-switching and delinquent filmic spectatorship—particularly if we recall Ruiz wanting to figure the latter as our being *inside* films—that his vignette ends with the realization that the little man on TV is himself: ‘our own image’.

Some of the foregoing might risk overstating the audiovisual anarchism that Ruiz located in television, since in his notes towards the third volume of *Poetics of Cinema* he also associates TV programming with a certain regularity and timelessness that he likens to the popular legends and recipes pervading eighteenth-century almanacs. The idea that TV consists of an ‘argument’ between ‘time as repetition’ and ‘time as transience’ (we might add, between regularity and delinquency) is itself central to Cavell’s essay ‘The Fact of Television’. But in order to appreciate that idea’s importance we have to understand that when Cavell was invited to write that essay in 1982 he was not prepared to display anything like the comfort with televsional formats that Ruiz consistently showed.

There are several reasons for this, including Cavell’s avowed familiarity with film and early radio rather than TV, as well as of course the then-widespread distrust of TV among intellectuals that he interrogates in that essay. But another major factor is that TV’s aesthetic principles can present problems for Cavell insofar as he views them through what we have already seen as his perspective on the ‘autonomy’ of films. In other words, Cavell’s approach is the exact converse of what makes TV unproblematic from the perspective of Ruiz’s views on cinema: they both see the medium’s constituent parts as heteronomous. Thus, again, for Cavell the medium is characterized by forms of ‘switching’ between modes and currents rather than by the forms of narrative ‘succession’ that he tends to associate with autonomous films. Even when it comes to narrative formats on TV, he understands them to be related to each other not as autonomous works (in the way that autonomous
films might be related to each other through the relation that Cavell calls ‘genre-as-medium’), or as parts of an autonomous work (like the stages of a classical narrative), but rather as members of a series, a relation that he calls ‘undialectical’.  

Despite or because of Cavell’s bemusement with some of these features of television, his account of the medium contains great insights, some of which are prepared for by his remarks on soap operas. Early on Cavell notes a relation between soap operas and resistance to classical endings. He later takes an interest in another non-classical feature of soap operas, namely their exceptionally long running spans. (This is in effect Cavell’s approach to Dennis Porter’s much-quoted observation that, unlike classical Aristotelian narrative’s beginning, middle, and end, the soap opera ‘belongs to a separate genus that is entirely composed of an indefinitely expandable middle’.) Then, remarkably comparing these long running spans to the ambitions of the French Annales historians (their ‘getting beyond the events and the dramas of history to the permanencies, or anyway to the longer spans, of common life’), Cavell reconsiders the importance of his earlier remark that ‘serial procedure is undialectical’. He says, ‘the span of soap operas can allow them to escape history, or rather to require the modification of the concept of history, of history as drama’. What Cavell soon arrives at is the important insight that serial procedure allows for a peculiar relation between ‘dramatic, transient’ episodes and exactly those ‘undialectical’, undramatic permanencies: ‘what is under construction [in serial procedure] is an argument between time as repetition and time as transience.’ (Cavell here links this insight to Nietzsche’s Zarathustra, presumably thinking of its formulations of the eternal recurrence.) Thus, extraordinarily, having begun with some uncertainty about what to make of TV serialization’s heteronomous parts, Cavell arrives at the suggestion that long-running soap operas might have the power to place transient narratives within the wider context of what he elsewhere calls ‘the repetitive needs of the body and the soul’. 

The Fact of Telenovelas

I have emphasized Ruiz’s lifelong relation to telenovelas, and much of what Cavell says about soap operas could certainly help to account for this abiding relation in Ruiz’s work. The daily serial procedures that Latin American telenovelas share with US daytime soap operas relieve expectations about classical endings within individual episodes. (Here we should recall Ruiz’s personal relation with writing episode endings for Mexican telenovelas.) Also, daily serial–episode procedure can resist the easy application of ‘central conflict theory’ insofar as the format allows for the proliferation of conflicts, without any single conflict occupying our attention. (It must be admitted that, in the case of telenovelas, the fuller possibilities of such proliferation, which Argentine scholar Oscar Steinberg has called the format’s late ‘postmodern’ or ‘neo-baroque’ style, were not explored in the format until well after Ruiz’s work for Pimstein in Mexico.)
In fact, while Cavell locates soap operas’ capacity to escape ‘history as drama’ in their long running spans, this points to a major difference between US soaps and Latin American telenovelas. Despite their shared daily serial procedures, while soaps resist closure in their open running spans, telenovelas typically have contained running spans (usually about a year) and determinate story arcs and central characters (out of which the proliferation of conflict might still result). Nevertheless, the telenovela format allows for its own distinctive relation to recurrence and ‘immortal stories’—its own way of constructing an ‘argument’ between transient dramas and repetition—that we can imagine would have particularly fascinated Ruiz. I am referring to the forms of resurrection that take place between series.

On the one hand, as Ana M. López puts it, ‘Whereas the US soap’s lack of closure implies a spectator that is knowledgable of the history of a specific community, the telenovela spectator recognizes actors and stars and awaits their appearance and fictional reincarnation in each new telenovela.’ This form of resurrection is already familiar from film, indeed from Cavell’s writing on stardom, though there are likely unique dialectical possibilities arising between it and daily serial procedures. On the other hand, the stories themselves can be resurrected: telenovelas have historically relied on both synchronic ‘remakes’ (production of preexisting scripts for specific national markets) and diachronic remakes (the retelling of established stories). Beyond the many remakes of televisual classics like the Peruvian Simplemente María (which shared some basic plot elements with María Isabel, itself remade by Televisa in 1997), remakes are regularly produced of stories that stretch back to the telenovela’s origins in Cuban radionovelas of the 1940s. In 2001 Televisa produced its third televisual version of the Cuban radio classic El derecho de nacer (1948). In 2010 it was estimated that sixty percent of Televisa’s telenovela productions were remakes. Thus, whereas Cavell sees in soap operas an argument between transient daily episodes and the recurrences offered by long durations, in telenovelas we can often see an argument between transient daily episodes and recurrent, ‘immortal’ stories.

The late Spanish-Colombian communications theorist Jesús Martín-Barbero is especially known for linking some of these features of telenovelas to oral storytelling traditions. For him, the telenovela preserved from those traditions the predominance of a ‘telling to’ relation between program and spectator. I have already presented the differences between Cavell and Ruiz on film spectatorship as differences between a perspective in which it is natural to talk about a spectator’s being outside a film and one in which it is natural to talk about their being inside a film. For all Cavell’s willingness in ‘The Fact of Television’ to note differences between film and television, including the differences in perception that he calls ‘viewing’ a film versus ‘monitoring’ TV, he does not explicitly consider the possible inapplicability in television of his earlier picture of our absence from a world screened. Nevertheless, in closing this part of the chapter, I want to note two features
of *telenovelas* and soap operas that raise the question of this earlier picture’s inapplicability.

**Telenovelas, Soap Operas, and the Limits of ‘Absence’**

The first of these features could be understood as alluded to by Martín-Barbero’s treatment of the ‘telling to’ relation in *telenovelas*. When a transtemporal and trans-geographic story is understood as rendered for one’s particular historical moment, one’s particular demographic, or one’s nation or community, that concrete particularization will not seem like an autonomous work available to just any audience, but specifically as *told to* ‘us’. These formats can thus stand in for a wider phenomenon of targeted audiovisual material that, when we are made conscious of this relation, can be unsettling in the frank presentation of what is specifically designed to speak to our desires, needs, and fantasies (or authors’ interpretations of those fantasies). At the extreme, once we have uncovered something of the recurrent desires that Cavell suggested these serial formats can open up to us, we can find ourselves presented with fictionalized reflections of those aspects of ourselves (our naked fantasies and desires) that, if we were to encounter them in reality—as Freud proposed—might lead us to flee the scene. (As consummate corporate products, both *telenovelas* and soap operas were early adopters of focus-group strategies and of viewer feedback in determining story arcs. Data-collection by digital streaming platforms can now pursue these strategies with alarming precision.)

The second respect in which *telenovelas* and soap operas can be understood as putting pressure on the idea of a spectator’s absence also connects with Martín-Barbero’s ‘telling to’ relation, but more specifically with the spectator’s role in filling in gaps between the series’ discrete episodic parts. Discussing Proust’s idea that an author ideally gives a reader an optical instrument with which to understand themselves, Gérard Genette says that ‘the real author of the narrative is not only he who tells it, but also, and at times even more, he who hears it’. In a similar vein, and drawing on ideas from reader-response theory, the soap opera scholar Robert C. Allen discusses the ‘structuring gaps of the text’, which ‘mark the point of intersection between the horizon represented within the text and the horizon brought to the text by the reader’. For Allen, the soap opera (and here we can include the *telenovela* as well) is a format much of whose interest rests with its extreme dependence on regular structuring gaps—daily gaps between weekday screenings, followed by a weekend gap—within which ‘the viewpoint of the reader is free to wander’. Noël Carroll also discusses the special way in which soap operas allow for viewers to take over the storytelling function, facilitating ‘gossip’ between broadcasts. (These practices continue with broadcasts of *telenovelas* and soap operas to this day, thanks to which they can constitute an interesting contrast to gapless ‘binge’-watching on streaming platforms.)

Thus, even though we had earlier understood Ruiz’s talk of delinquent spectatorship and the viewer’s presence in films as coming from his perspective...
as a filmmaker looking to make new films out of audiovisual fragments, we also have reason to think that something in those ideas (which contrast with Cavell’s treatment of the film spectator’s absence) characterizes the typical condition of the spectator of certain gap-based serial formats. Having brought together these elements of serial television (Cavell’s ‘argument’ between repetition and dramatic transience, the spectator’s self-recognition via both the presentation of their fantasies and their creative involvement in continuing a story with gaps), we are now prepared to examine the reflections on storytelling presented in Ruiz’s late series Litoral.

**Litoral, Storytelling, and Spectatorship**

**Introducing Ruiz’s Litoral**

In 2006 Ruiz signed a contract to write and direct three series with TVN that would mark the beginning of the channel’s celebrations of Chile’s bicentennial. Ultimately Ruiz only produced two of these series, both concerned with folkloric and storytelling traditions in Chile: *La recta provincia* (2007), which focused on rural storytelling traditions, and *Litoral* (2008), which focused on, as its subtitle put it, ‘tales of the sea’, as well as some urban folklore, set in and around the port city of Valparaíso. (Both are period series with fantastic contemporary interventions; *Litoral* appears to be set in the 1930s to 1940s but also allows for modern cars, cell phones, and email.) The four episodes of *Litoral*, which will be my concern for the rest of this chapter, aired on Saturdays at 10pm in September 2008, garnering, as Alejandra Rodríguez-Remedi tells us, ‘higher-than-feared (though admittedly unexceptional) ratings’. The two series for TVN not only reflected Ruiz’s lifelong attachment to fantasy and folklore but also, it seems, formed his response to what he saw as that era’s interest in ‘folkloric films’, among which he mentioned the film versions of *The Lord of the Rings* (Peter Jackson, 2001–03) and *The Golden Compass* (Chris Weitz, 2007). It also seems that in this period Ruiz was continuing to think about telenovelas and their connections to older narrative formats.

According to Ruiz, the stories composing *Litoral* were inspired by those he would hear from his father, a merchant marine captain. Also, for him what set *Litoral* apart from *La recta provincia* was its introduction of a ‘formal experiment’, in that the later series did not just present stories or their narration by characters but also the process of their ‘production’: the process of inventing or retelling stories to others, thus incorporating the possibilities of others’ interruption, collaboration, and revision. Despite these interesting ambitions, *Litoral* has not received as much attention as other late work for TV by Ruiz (like *Cofralandes* and *Mysteries of Lisbon*), and even somewhat less attention than *La recta provincia*. A major reason for this, I believe, is that it is easy to treat *Litoral* as simply a late rehashing of the elements of one of Ruiz’s earlier international successes, his 1983 French film *Les trois couronnes du matelot* (Three Crowns of the Sailor). Both the series and the film
concentrate on ghost ships—the Lucerna in Litoral, the Funchalense in Three Crowns—based on the legend from Chiloé (the region of Ruiz’s birthplace in southern Chile) of the Caleuche, a wandering ship occupied by the souls of disappeared sailors. Also, both works employ metanarratives involving storytelling sailors, just as they both develop the notion of the maritime ‘immortal story’, with allusions to the short story of that name by Karen Blixen (Isak Dinesen) and its 1968 film adaptation by Orson Welles.

Nevertheless, according to Michael Goddard, Ruiz was unsatisfied with Three Crowns of the Sailor, particularly its overly rigid script, and in a 2004 interview Ruiz said that he found that film’s success ‘grating’. Thus, the question of Litoral’s narrative innovations partly turns on Ruiz’s reasons for returning decades later to a work he had somewhat disavowed. My contention is that Ruiz found in episodic, televisual formats possibilities for exploring the narrative open-endedness and repetition that he thought was natural for Litoral’s themes (and that, presumably, he regretted not being able to explore fully in Three Crowns of the Sailor). From what we know of Ruiz’s ambitions for the series—of showing the ‘production’ of stories—and what we have seen of Cavell’s views on the philosophical possibilities of repetition on serial TV, this would indeed seem like a natural fit: a series that could link different stories to our recurrent needs and desires might also capture our recurrent motivations in telling, receiving, and revising stories. Ruiz was of course limited in a four-episode miniseries as far as the kinds of repetition and openness he could explore. But therein also lies Litoral’s inventiveness. The series is one of Ruiz’s most radical experiments in ouroboros- or Möbius-strip-like narratives, so that while the storytelling ends after four episodes the story itself is revealed never to end, or even to have a determinate beginning. (The series also has a way of suggesting that storytelling can partake in its own atemporality, which I will address further below.) It does this through a proliferation of forms of temporal loops, mise en abyme (narratives containing themselves), metalepsis (interactions between characters across narrative levels), and the undoing of any supposedly privileged metanarrative level, so that each storytelling level contains all the others.

Litoral is clearly not a telenovela, though one of its component stories is a kind of radionovela, and its DigiBeta shooting format gives it the distinctive look of inexpensive TV productions of the era, including many telenovelas and soap operas. It must be admitted that Ruiz employed variations on the just-mentioned narrative devices throughout his filmic work, and he was obviously inspired by similar devices in films he admired, like the stories-within-stories and mise en abyme structure of the Polish director Wojciech Has’s Rękopis znaleziony w Saragossie (The Saragossa Manuscript, 1965). My claim, though, is that Litoral represents a special convergence of those narrative devices and episodic televisual formats. This convergence allows, in a Cavellian vein, for the series’ ‘argument’ between transient narratives and the recurrent needs lying behind those narratives. It also allows, as we will see, for a poignant representation of a spectator as ‘inside’ a story of their own making.
Litoral and Fantasy

I am developing the idea that Litoral explores the role of fantasy in the construction of stories, and specifically how fantasy mediates a relation between transient, ‘classical’ narratives and recurrent, ‘undialectical’ needs. Therefore, before discussing some of the individual stories composing Litoral, I want to mention the prominence the series gives to homosocial, heterosexual male fantasy, and specifically its display of how stories about women are constructed by men and for men. On the one hand, the women in Litoral’s stories are very frequently represented as supplicating to heterosexual male fantasies in their roles as sex workers, wives, and lovers, and these stories frequently turn on questions of their ‘faithfulness’ to certain men. On the other hand, we know from the beginning that these stories ultimately originate among the male storytelling sailors aboard the Lucerna (even if the series also complicates the notion of a privileged metanarrative level).

A reading of Litoral as implicitly feminist would rightly strain credibility: the series shares its world and sensibility with the male world of the Lucerna. Still, we know that Litoral is in constant conversation not only with Three Crowns of the Sailor (for which similar worries arise), but also with a film that gives prominent place to issues of women’s subordination, ‘unknownness’, and unrecognition: the 1990 film Amelia Lopes O’Neill by Valeria Sarmiento, Ruiz’s wife and editor of Litoral, with a screenplay by Sarmiento and Ruiz. Sarmiento’s film is consciously a melodrama of a woman’s unknownness and unrecognition leading to her death: according to the feminist film critic Françoise Aude, the film ‘spells out the consequences of machismo’. (Much more needs to be said about Amelia Lopes O’Neill’s connection to Cavell’s concept of the ‘melodrama of the unknown woman’ and its feminist critics.) The film shares Litoral’s setting of 1930s–1940s Valparaíso, the same recurring bolero by Sarmiento and Ruiz’s frequent collaborator Jorge Arriagada, and a male storyteller–male audience framing device. Most importantly, it shares a protagonist (‘Amelia López’ in Litoral) with several of Litoral’s stories, one of which (to be discussed below) is a clear remixing of elements from Amelia Lopes O’Neill. Obviously, Ruiz’s remixing of elements from his wife’s film will raise for many its own questions of unrecognition. My present claim is that Litoral’s deliberate remixing of elements of a melodrama of unknownness like Amelia Lopes O’Neill makes these questions inescapable for the series’ conception of itself: a conception that was itself the product of a remarkable decades-long collaboration between Sarmiento and Ruiz. This claim will be in the background of my discussion of the series’ exploration of the role of fantasy in story construction.

Recounting Litoral

I will now present the major events of Litoral’s four 45-minute episodes. ‘Episode I’ opens with words superimposed over a seascape: supposedly found on a hanged sailor who sailed on the Lucerna, they describe the ship as
occupied by crew members who were neither living nor dead. We then hear the voice-over narration of Ariel Cortínez (Santiago Meneguello), a new crew member on the Lucerna who has passed a week on the ship without seeing anyone; he spends his time reading comics that appear to show him passing time on that same ship, reading those same comics. (*Mise en abyme* self-looping characterizes the series’ very first moments.) Finally Ariel is called to a ship’s assembly where he meets the other crew members and learns that they spend their time telling stories. Lots are drawn: some members must jump the ship, while another who could very well be Ariel’s physical double, Segundo Arrávida (Daniel Kiblisky), finds himself the night’s appointed storyteller.

Segundo proceeds to tell the story, which we see played out, of his romance in San Felipe, near Valparaíso, with a woman called Amanda la Triste (‘Amanda the Sad’, Francisca Walker), three of whose boyfriends have died in accidents. As the story proceeds Segundo learns that Amanda has a ‘brother’, Ruperto (Juan Pablo Miranda), whose spirit and voice sometimes take over Amanda’s body. Outside his wedding with Amanda, Segundo is warned against marrying her by a man (Hugo Medina) who says he is Amanda’s father and a former crew member of the Lucerna. We see that at night the voices of Amanda and Ruperto have switched bodies, until Amanda’s father arrives, shooting the body of Ruperto and causing both to collapse. As we return to the metanarrative on the Lucerna, Cabizbajo (‘Crestfallen’, Julio Silva Montes) expresses his disappointment with Segundo’s story since it is no different from the Jewish tale of a *dybbuk* that he used to hear from his grandmother. After Segundo concedes that the story never happened to him, Ariel says that he is ready to continue the tale, and we now see the story of Ariel’s romance with Amanda: including some of the same scenes as before, with Ariel in place of Segundo, though with Segundo still present, looking on as jealous witness. Newly married to Amanda in the story, Ariel goes to work with the arrogant Policarpo Parada (Pedro Vicuña), whom we have already seen as a crew member on the Lucerna. As Segundo yet again takes over as narrator, closing out the episode, we witness his bonding with Policarpo over the latter’s stories, told in a bar for retired sailors.

‘Episode II’ opens with one of Policarpo’s stories, beginning with his arrival on the Lucerna. (Though Cabizbajo says this was a different Lucerna, it is indistinguishable from the one in the metanarrative.) This story centers on a series of mysterious blank letters that arrived on the ship. Once it is deciphered that they in fact describe the captain’s wife’s affairs with the entire crew, it is decided to keep their contents a secret from the captain (Marcial Edwards), who nevertheless locks himself in his quarters, reciting poetry and growing literal horns. Though these are Policarpo’s stories as told to Segundo, though with Policarpo present, looking on as jealous witness. Newly married to Amanda in the story, Ariel goes to work with the arrogant Policarpo Parada (Pedro Vicuña), whom we have already seen as a crew member on the Lucerna. As Segundo yet again takes over as narrator, closing out the episode, we witness his bonding with Policarpo over the latter’s stories, told in a bar for retired sailors.

‘Episode II’ opens with one of Policarpo’s stories, beginning with his arrival on the Lucerna. (Though Cabizbajo says this was a different Lucerna, it is indistinguishable from the one in the metanarrative.) This story centers on a series of mysterious blank letters that arrived on the ship. Once it is deciphered that they in fact describe the captain’s wife’s affairs with the entire crew, it is decided to keep their contents a secret from the captain (Marcial Edwards), who nevertheless locks himself in his quarters, reciting poetry and growing literal horns. Though these are Policarpo’s stories as told to Segundo, though with Policarpo still present, looking on as jealous witness. Newly married to Amanda in the story, Ariel goes to work with the arrogant Policarpo Parada (Pedro Vicuña), whom we have already seen as a crew member on the Lucerna. As Segundo yet again takes over as narrator, closing out the episode, we witness his bonding with Policarpo over the latter’s stories, told in a bar for retired sailors.
The narrative levels then become even more complicated. As Policarpo describes to Segundo his practice of illicitly reading the ship’s mail, the narration is taken over by the sailor Esparta (Roberto Cobían) in a letter describing his mysterious encounter in the port of Caldera with the ghost Amelia López (Chamila Rodríguez), who took him back to 1934 to ask him to father her child. In this first story of Amelia López, Esparta refuses the offer because there would be no novelty in the story he could tell about it afterward. (It is indeed a version of the maritime ‘immortal story’ that appears in Karen Blixen’s short story and Orson Welles’ film.) On finishing the letter and disembarking in Valparaíso, Policarpo decides to follow the address marked in the several photos of Amelia López that he has found in the ship’s mail, though what he in fact finds is a different haunted house occupied by triplets (Ana Laura Racz). When afterward a retired thief (Dióscoro Rojas) tells Policarpo that this house has been uninhabited for some time, he returns there, only this time to find Esparta and several other sailors gathering around Amelia López. Esparta answers equivocally to Policarpo’s question about whether they are living or dead.

‘Episode III’ opens by reminding us that the previous stories have been relayed by Policarpo to Segundo, who has been relaying them to the ‘contemporary’ Lucerna. Policarpo and Segundo together walk to a teahouse/brothel, where Segundo interrogates Policarpo about the plausibility of his stories. (Ariel is shown following them, now playing the role of outside witness.) Policarpo then tells another story involving Amelia López, this time supposedly dictated by her in a letter to her husband, the ship’s Third Officer (Nicolás Poblete)—which Policarpo had again illicitly read—describing her affair in Valparaíso with a man in a blue suit (Nicolás Eyzaguirre). Once word gets out on the ship about this, the Third Officer commits suicide. Again shown disembarking in Valparaíso, Policarpo is hailed from a slow-moving train by Amelia, who confesses that she had invented the story in the letter to make her husband jealous, and as a result of his suicide is now ‘selling’ her body. After they pass a ‘night of love’ together, Policarpo goes searching for Amelia, only to be told by a man on the train (Ignacio Agüero) that he had in fact been alone there the day of his supposed encounter with Amelia, and to be shown a newspaper headline of her murder several days earlier. Ultimately Policarpo encounters the ghosts of the Third Officer and Amelia, the latter dressed in a bridal gown, both waving to him from the slow-moving train, reconciled after death: their remarriage accompanied by Jorge Arriagada’s bolero.

Policarpo finally parts from Segundo, saying that despite his story Amelia is still alive, and indeed right away Segundo finds her in the teahouse/brothel, with Amelia remarking on Policarpo’s practice of incorporating those in his surroundings into his stories. Suddenly Segundo hears a radio program called The Voice of Chile, which turns out to be emanating from a real man squeezed inside the teahouse/brothel’s radio, Antuco (Arturo Rossel), who also claims that Amanda la Triste works there and that he inherited the blue suit of one
of her dead boyfriends. Antuco then launches into the story of how he, like many others, had received the gift of a perfectly fitting blue suit from Inquilino (‘Tenant’, Francisco Medina), and after asking about the origins of these suits had found that they were delivered to Inquilino in a cemetery by a dead man, Finado (‘Deceased’, Eugenio Morales), in exchange for hot dogs. We then hear Finado’s own account to Antuco of how this bizarre situation came about, beginning with his having worked with Inquilino as grave robbers when they were offered a large sum of money by Don Nadie (‘Nobody’, Hernán Vallejos) for the clothes they stole from the dead. But when Inquilino used this money to buy a produce shop, he found that his customers’ purchases would spoil before they returned home.

‘Episode IV’ opens by repeating the scene of Inquilino’s interactions with his customers and Don Nadie’s explanation that his money is for squandering, not investing—hence cursed. Inquilino decides to accompany his customers to their homes, all while telling jokes (accompanied by laugh tracks). This moment leads to a remarkable exchange among narrative levels, as following his joke to a woman (Valentina Muhr), they both register their extradiegetic interruption by the voice of a customer in the teahouse/brothel (Daniel Isler), who insists that he knows the rest of their story, and whose story is in turn interrupted by Antuco’s voice in the radio, and again by the extradiegetic voice of Cabizbajo on the Lucerna, who objects to the bewildered customer that they are telling stories, not giving classes on telling stories. As we return to Finado’s story as told to Antuco, we learn that Finado’s new taxi business had no more luck than Inquilino’s produce business, again because the money from Don Nadie was cursed. Don Nadie then explains to Finado and Inquilino how he started buying up the clothes of the dead: it was work offered him by the demonic ‘angel of tailors’ Otto Carisma (Héctor Aguilar), whom he met at a magic show when he was financially ruined and near suicide, and who hinted to him that suits can contain souls. Following Finado’s account of his own random murder, we now have the full story of how he began magically yielding blue suits from his grave. And with the story of his blue suit finally complete, Antuco leaves the radio, ‘cramped’ from his time inside there.

As we finally return to the metanarrative on the Lucerna, Segundo and Ariel are uncertain about which of them should continue the ‘story’—we soon understand that they are referring to the story of Amanda la Triste that began in the first episode—and so it is suggested that they continue it together. We then see both Segundo and Ariel in the teahouse/brothel, witnesses to an exchange between Amanda and Amelia, uncertain whether this ‘theatre scene’ is meant ‘for you or for me’. Ariel’s voice-over narration gives way to Segundo’s, describing his following Amanda and Amelia outside only to be hailed from a house by a man (Álvaro Rojas) who introduces himself as Ortega Calera, Amanda’s dead first boyfriend. As Amanda’s two other dead boyfriends enter the room (Maximiliano Golberg and an uncredited actor), they are introduced to a very perturbed Segundo (‘Amanda’s
current boyfriend’) and examine petitions on the wall: this peculiar space includes not only photos of scenes from previous stories in the series, but also letters asking for miracles to be performed by the boyfriends, as if they were Catholic saints. Most importantly, the lights suddenly dim and behind a screen the boyfriends watch a scene acted out for them by Amanda and her father (‘Father and daughter: the never-ending story’, as Ortega puts it), set to sweeping dramatic music. As Amanda asks for her father’s advice about a secret she is keeping from her husband, he pulls out a miniature model of the Lucerna that he bought from a supplier of items robbed from graves. This was, of course, Don Nadie, and in a scene of the sale we learn that it had belonged to a sailor of the shipwrecked Lucerna (on which Amanda’s father had also sailed).

In a demonstration of the model’s powers, Don Nadie blows on it, initiating a slow whispered version of the voice-over narration by Ariel with which the series began. This model is the very same Lucerna as that in the metanarrative that has ‘contained’ the story of the model. Both living and dead, the crew members are also revealed to be both inside and outside this story, both miniature and large. Amanda’s father has in fact been listening at night to the stories emitting from the model, and he now uses a magnifying glass to show Amanda the ship’s crew members gathering to take a group photo (from which Segundo is strikingly excluded). Over close-ups of Segundo and Ariel, her father mysteriously says, ‘There I am, and there is your current husband.’ Following a deceptive ‘The End’ title (in English, hence Ruiz’s mischievous nod to a Hollywood ending) and the music’s swelling, the scene ends to the applause of the boyfriends, who talk about seeing other plays together (‘a romance, a swashbuckler’), but also to Segundo’s continued confusion and disturbance: he is now faced with being at once the spectator of a scene and stranded in a story of his own telling. Finally, over close-ups of the wall’s photos and letters, we hear the voice of Policarpo reading a poem about the life and death of yet another sailor on the Lucerna, with Arriagada’s bolero taking us out of the series one last time.

Litoral as an Argument between Different Temporalities

This synopsis should make clear that Litoral is no ordinary series, though I am also arguing that its extraordinariness lies in its attention to the wider contexts for the telling of individual stories (‘the repetitive needs of the body and the soul’) that commonly arise for serial televisual formats. I am again referring to the way that soap operas can move beyond dramatic history towards undialectical ‘permanencies’, as Cavell suggests, as well as how tele-novelas can constitute their own ‘argument’ between transtemporal, trans-geographic ‘immortal stories’ and their concrete particularizations for specific audiences. Litoral achieves this effect not only through its forms of temporal looping and its attention to the construction and revision of stories, which I have already mentioned, but also through its presentation of storytelling as something that takes place in realms located outside of time.
Thus, the series begins and ends with stories told in atemporal spaces occupied by the living dead: the Lucerna and the room shared by Amanda’s ‘sainted’ boyfriends. The suggestion that storytelling originates in such realms could mean several things. For example, the generation of these atemporal spaces, especially the Lucerna, could be Ruiz’s attempt to create audiovisual equivalents to the paradox formulated by Gérard Genette that, while we know that telling takes time, fictional narrators typically occupy nothing but the ‘atemporal space of the narrative as text’: a ‘miraculous syncope’ freed from time. While there is strong reason to take this proposal seriously as a reading of Litoral, it still does not make contact with the series’ specific character as a televisual series. Thus, I think there is even more promise in emphasizing the series’ atemporal spaces as ways of figuring the first half of the ‘argument’ between ‘time as repetition’ and ‘time as transience’ that Cavell thinks characterizes serial formats like soap operas.

The other half of that ‘argument’ would, of course, be captured in the series’ individual stories, many of which constitute a contrast with the above-mentioned atemporal spaces in their allowing for classical narrative structures. Some of these even participate in the classical narrative structures important to Cavell, most obviously in the story of remarriage between Amelia López and the Third Officer (which also happens to be the story that draws most heavily on elements from the melodrama Amelia Lopes O’Neill). The latter story also shows that the effects of Ruiz putting a classical, transient narrative in a wider, ‘atemporal’ context need not be ironizing or dismissive. On the contrary, even within the context of Policarpo’s inventions and revisions, I find that story’s final image of Amelia and the Third Officer on the slow-moving train, newly remarried after their deaths, accompanied by Arriagada’s bolero, to be one of the most genuinely poetic and haunting images of remarriage, and its own distinctive way of ‘inhabiting time’, in either film or television.

As that last point brings out, Cavell also associated those classical genres with their own distinctive temporalities: ‘the melodramas [sketch] a past frozen and compulsively active in the present, the comedies [propose] an openness to the future’. For Cavell these genres even displayed their own distinctive forms of recurrence, like the compulsion to repeat supposedly characteristic of the melodramas (and here we might connect that feature to Esparta’s refusal, in Litoral’s first Amelia López story, to be drawn into the compulsive repetitions of an ‘immortal story’); or like the sense of ‘diurnal repetitiveness’ and ‘festivity’ characteristic of the remarriage comedies. (The image that occasions Cavell connecting remarriage comedy to Nietzsche’s eternal recurrence, the human figurines skipping into the clock at the end of The Awful Truth [Leo McCarey, 1937], is a natural companion to the image of Amelia López’s posthumous remarriage.) This observation fits well with the earlier proposal that Cavell locates moments of Ruizian poetry inside classical narratives: Ruiz was clear in his expectation that filmic poetry communicate temporal recurrences. Nevertheless, in ‘The Fact of Television’
Cavell himself had to make the distinction between dramatic transiences and the more radical, ‘undialectical’ permanencies communicated by long-running serial formats. These are the recurrences that are more difficult to grasp without moving outside classical notions of dramatic progression, including those structuring Hollywood genre films. Litoral is remarkable in how it puts certain classical structures (including their respective notions of recurrence) in explicit conversation with the more radical permanencies underlying the impulse to tell stories, which the series communicates via its forms of temporal looping and its generation of atemporal spaces.

A Sideways-on View of Fantasy

It is important to clarify the role of fantasy in the notion of an ‘argument’ between ‘time as repetition’ (or even atemporality) and ‘time as transience’ that I am claiming Litoral makes explicit. An interesting formulation of this role is provided by Slavoj Žižek when he says, ‘Fantasy is the primordial form of narrative … [and] narrative as such emerges in order to resolve some fundamental antagonism by rearranging its terms into a temporal succession.’ In a commentary on this passage given in the course of a compelling Lacanian reading of the work of David Lynch (whose temporal loops have sometimes been compared with Ruiz’s), Todd McGowan says, ‘we do not employ fantasy to escape from the horrors of time, [but rather] we employ fantasy to construct time as a respite from the horrors of repetition … By providing a narrative and temporal structure through which we can have experiences, fantasy delivers us from the timeless repetition of the drive.’

In other words, it would be too horrible for us to face what Cavell calls ‘the repetitive needs of the body and the soul’ without some mediation by fantasy and the temporal, narrative categories that fantasy makes out of those needs.

The previous considerations are friendlier to Cavell’s style of thinking (the existential seriousness he assigned to psychoanalysis, his own writing on fantasy in film) than they are to what was apparently Ruiz’s habit of wanting to puncture certain psychoanalytic pretensions. Nevertheless, in closing, I want to suggest how naturally these considerations fit with the very Ruizian idea of a spectator being inside an audiovisual story—or at least fit with how Ruiz expressed that idea at the end of Litoral. I should note that ideas of mediation can also seem to inform Ruiz’s visual style, such as in his conspicuous uses of distorting, stretching anamorphic lenses, which in Litoral happen to be combined with shots mediated by liquids like water and even (at the beginning of the Amanda la Triste story) the traditional Chilean summer drink of wine with peaches. These effects typically raise the question of from which fantasy-mediated perspective a given moment is being seen. Likewise, the notion of the spectator, thus drawing the viewer’s attention to their own condition as such, is raised not only by the various recipients of the stories in Litoral, but also by the series’ representations of Segundo and Ariel as witnesses within each other’s stories.
As I have repeatedly mentioned, the series ends with the poignant image of Segundo stuck within a story of his own creation (or a story somehow created between himself and Ariel). His perturbation throughout this moment only partially has to do with his realization that he has entered the ranks of Amanda’s dead boyfriends and is now stuck within their shared atemporal space. Even more important is that, having passed through the various forms of story construction and atemporal spaces composing *Litoral*, he is now prepared to look sideways-on at the role of his own fantasies in his relation to the scene (again, presented behind a screen) between Amanda and her father. Segundo recognizes that the only thing standing between this ‘transient’ story and the more difficult questions about our permanent, ‘undialectical’ needs (represented by the *Lucerna*) is the rather frail—because revealed to be created by him—impositions of his own fantasies.

This is why Segundo is visibly troubled by the other boyfriends’ easy acceptance of this scene, their treating it as no different from any of the other entertainments that, it is suggested, they regularly enjoy together. Knowing his role in the construction of the surrounding story, Segundo recognizes that the present entertainment could not exist without him: it is *for* him. Furthermore, if we are to understand the other boyfriends to have arrived at that same space via a learning process similar to Segundo’s, then what is disturbing for him is not just their easy acceptance of the scene as entertainment, but their doing so knowing full well the role of their own fantasies in its making. Likened to saints, the boyfriends’ cool acceptance of these clashing perspectives might be exactly what takes them outside of ordinary troubles and sensibilities. And then, the ordinary troubles and sensibilities represented by Segundo would be those that can lead to philosophical questioning.

For Ruiz, a philosophical-filmmaker, there was always a special impetus to give us an *image* of what it meant for a spectator to dream themselves inside a story. Cavell’s own writing on film and television gives us a further sense of what that could mean, and what it could contrast with. The fact that *Litoral* relies steadily but idiosyncratically on recognizable televisual formats is a large part of why we can open ourselves up to its concluding image of Segundo placed permanently as a spectator within a narrative of his own creation, just as those same formats allow us to see ourselves in his situation, leaving us as haunted in this recognition as he is.128
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